Music Gateway to provide
Members with huge savings on
high-end goods & services
Music Gateway are set to add further value to their members as they introduce a much
anticipated Members Pack.
The pack will see well known industry brands and organisations offer exclusive discounts to
their products / services in a bid to encourage Music Gateway’s elaborate community to use
them as aids to further their careers on top of using the B2B collaborative platform.
Music Gateway’s Marketing Manager, Sophie Small explains, “We’ve been wanting to
implement something like this for a while. We’ve had all these relationships building that
couldn’t be incorporated to our members through project opportunities on the platform and
we didn’t want these relationships to go to waste. With our whole ethos being about creating
opportunities, levelling out the playing fields and helping the industry the members pack is
the perfect solution.”
It is of no surprise that Music Gateway have the relationships to implement a strong
Members Pack. Making genuine connections and valuing feedback is a clear message they
have pushed on their members since birth in order to progress and in true ‘practice as you
preach’ fashion it is this attitude which carries them as a company.
Not so long ago, they announced Red Bull Media House have joined their clientele and the
opportunity for songwriters & artists to be presented to Disney’s publishing groups looking
for new talent.
Aside from this, their success with placing songs to Asian artists continues to fly as they
confirm they are working with writers on yet more tracks despite already sealing over
$100,000 worth of placements. With their current surge in releases and success, along with
thousands who are using their unique management tools to connect and work, it is no
wonder that the likes of Music Week, Sheridans, Tunecore, AIM and BPI are happy to join the
hype in the form of the Members Pack.
Sophie continues; “The Members Pack is the perfect way to introduce these services that can
help professionals in conjunction with the platform features that we offer. I’m excited to see
our members start making the most of it.”
The Members Pack is available now to all account types with further exclusive discounts for
Pro & Business members. To view the full Members Pack, 
sign up today or to get your
company involved in the Members Pack email; 
sophie.small@musicgateway.net
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